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Well,  It is not that we celebrated today’s Eucharist 
in the garden, it is because all my pictures of the 
beginning of the day have been erased! Also they 
were wiped out «definitively», without going through 
the trash bin.  
I believe it’s a sister who does not like the pictures, 
and she had come out in one… She put a curse on me!  
This picture of Fr. Bryan Lobo, surely you’ll imagine is 
from Mister Google, who has everything. 

While Fr. Lobo focussed on this intriguing aspect«…It will be taken away even 
what one has…» Unjust, right? ? Not at all, if it is seen from the perspective 
of Jesus who is teaching his disciples, who makes them participants of his 
secrets and of his light. But, if the apostle keeps for himself these secrets, 
and shares little, «even that little will be taken away from him». God does not 
give them to us for “enjoying”  but to “enjoy”  sharing his truth. 

He said since ages he spoke spanish, but he did it really well, although in 
his homily he opted for English. 

The sisters of Ivory Coast invited us starting from the Gospel to become 
light, light that shines, light that illumines, light that is not hidden, that gives 
life. 

Today Ivory Coast animates the liturgy and Fr. Lobo is a Jesuit of  
Indian nationality, professor in the Gregorian University of Rome 



Volvemos a la sala con los brazos preparados para seguir 
votando pero antes….. 

Lord, make us, just free,  

 contemplatives, solidarity-based.  

As pilgrims for life,  

as mystics of open eyes 

and hands,  

really open to the pains  

of men and women,  

but also very open 

to the joys of those who listen 

to the people who 

walk with us.  

We are attentive to your presence, Lord  

you have promised us,  

that you will walk with us and  

 you’ll accompany us with your 

tenderness.  

With eyes clean, with excitement  

surprise, newness of life.  

With hands, offered for the embrace 

and the body ready for dancing  

With feet already on the streets,  

to become witnesses of your love,  

sentinels of joy.  

Knowing that, even in the deserts, spring 

fresh water from your fountain.  

With mysticism of consolation,  

accepted and offered.  

With interiority open to your Word  like 

Mary,  

with a heart filled with life like Mary,  

to enlighten and carry on projects of  

communion in the world.  

With the mysticism of voices denouncing 

the aches that the dignity of a being 

human  is trampled 

Lord make us simply solidarity-based, 

contemplatives,  free... 



Now yes, we continued with 
the same point where we  left 
it yesterday, so the first 
thing is  “to vote” 
The moderator of the day is 
Luz Marina. 

There was some hope of completing the 
work in the morning, but somehow it got 
tangled up and  ….. 



Back to the hall after the evening snacks 

We returned to the hall after the “appetizers” 
of mid morning 

Back to the hall after lunch 



Tomorrow we will are moving on to 
“Other matters” 

Once completed a voice claims to return to the 
article…and 41 said «NO» resounded in the hall. 
As you see the time and the laws, it was not 
possible with the good humour of the capitulars 
and ended up praying Salve before proceeding for 
dinner. 

And they were in the hall until 8.00 p.m. but they’re done with the 
phase including evaluation. Very positive!  



As a reward  and coincided with the desire and the 
need of the capitulars, at least to walk around the 

garden, let me close the day with some of their 
favourite places. Do you want to visit? They don’t 
belong to Vatican, but at the end of the day their 

desire is to breath a little here. 




